This paper describes our system about multilingual syntactic and semantic dependency parsing for our participation in the joint task of CoNLL-2009 shared tasks. Our system uses rich features and incorporates various integration technologies. The system is evaluated on in-domain and out-of-domain evaluation data of closed challenge of joint task. For in-domain evaluation, our system ranks the second for the average macro labeled F1 of all seven languages, 82.52% (only about 0.1% worse than the best system), and the first for English with macro labeled F1 87.69%. And for out-of-domain evaluation, our system also achieves the second for average score of all three languages.
Introduction
This paper describes the system of National Institute of Information and Communications Technology (NICT) and City University of Hong Kong (CityU) for the joint learning task of CoNLL-2009 shared task (Hajič et al., 2009) 1 . The system is basically a pipeline of syntactic parser and semantic parser. We use a syntactic parser that uses very rich features and integrates graph-and transition-based methods. As for the semantic parser, a group of well selected feature templates are used with n-best syntactic features. 1 Our thanks give to the following corpus providers, (Taulé et al., 2008; Palmer and Xue, 2009; Hajič et al., 2006; Surdeanu et al., 2008; Burchardt et al., 2006) and (Kawahara et al., 2002) .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section presents the technical details of our syntactic dependency parsing. Section 3 describes the details of the semantic dependency parsing. Section 4 shows the evaluation results. Section 5 looks into a few issues concerning our forthcoming work for this shared task, and Section 6 concludes the paper.
Syntactic Dependency Parsing
Basically, we build our syntactic dependency parsers based on the MSTParser, a freely available implementation 2 , whose details are presented in the paper of . Moreover, we exploit rich features for the parsers. We represent features by following the work of Chen et al. (2008) and Koo et al. (2008) and use features based on dependency relations predicted by transition-based parsers (Nivre and McDonald, 2008) . Chen et al. (2008) and Koo et al. (2008) proposed the methods to obtain new features from large-scale unlabeled data. In our system, we perform their methods on training data because the closed challenge does not allow to use unlabeled data. In this paper, we call these new additional features rich features.
Basic Features
Firstly, we use all the features presented by , if they are available in data. Then we add new features for the languages having FEAT information (Hajič et al., 2009) . FEAT is a set of morphological-features, e.g. more detailed part of speech, number, gender, etc. We try to align different types of morphological-features. For example, we can obtain a sequence of gender tags of all words from a head h to its dependent d. Then we represent the features based on the obtained sequences.
Based on the results of development data, we perform non-projective parsing for Czech and German and perform projective parsing for Catalan, Chinese, English, Japanese, and Spanish.
Features Based on Dependency Pairs
I see a beautiful bird . Chen et al. (2008) presented a method of extracting short dependency pairs from large-scale autoparsed data. Here, we extract all dependency pairs rather than short dependency pairs from training data because we believe that training data are reliable. In a parsed sentence, if two words have dependency relation, we add this word pair into a list named L and count its frequency. We consider the direction. For example, in figure 1, a and bird have dependency relation in the sentence "I see a beautiful bird.". Then we add word pair "a-bird:HEAD" 3 into list L and accumulate its frequency.
We remove the pairs which occur only once in training data. According to frequency, we then group word pairs into different buckets, with bucket LOW for frequencies 2-7, bucket MID for frequencies 8-14, and bucket HIGH for frequencies 15+. We set these threshold values by following the setting of Chen et al. (2008) . For example, the frequency of pair "a-bird:HEAD" is 5. Then it is grouped into bucket "LOW". We also add a virtual bucket "ZERO" to represent the pairs that are not included in the list. So we have four buckets. "ZERO", "LOW", "MID", and "HIGH" are used as bucket IDs.
Based on the buckets, we represent new features for a head h and its dependent d. We check word pairs surrounding h and d. Table 1 shows the word pairs, where h-word refers to the head word, d-word refers to the dependent word, h-word-1 refers to the word to the left of the head in the sentence, hword+1 refers to the word to the right of the head, d-word-1 refers to the word to the left of the dependent, and d-word+1 refers the word to the right of the dependent. Then we obtain the bucket IDs of these word pairs from L.
We generate new features consisting of indicator functions for bucket IDs of word pairs. We call these features word-pair-based features. We also generate combined features involving bucket IDs and part-ofspeech tags of heads. 
Features Based on Word Clusters
Koo et al. (2008) presented new features based on word clusters obtained from large-scale unlabeled data and achieved large improvement for English and Czech. Here, word clusters are generated only from the training data for all the languages. We perform word clustering by using the clustering tool 4 , which also was used by Koo et al. (2008) . The cluster-based features are the same as the ones used by Koo et al. (2008) .
Features Based on Predicted Relations
Nivre and McDonald (2008) presented an integrating method to provide additional information for graph-based and transition-based parsers. Here, we represent features based on dependency relations predicted by transition-based parsers for graphbased parser. Based on the results on development data, we choose the MaltParser for Catalan, Czech, German, and Spanish, and choose another MaxEntbased parser for Chinese, English, and Japanese.
A Transition-based Parser: MaltParser
For Catalan, Czech, German, and Spanish, we use the MaltParser, a freely available implementa-tion 5 , whose details are presented in the paper of Nivre (2003) . More information about the parser can be available in the paper (Nivre, 2003) .
Due to computational cost, we do not select new feature templates for the MaltParser. Following the features settings of Hall et al. (2007) , we use their Czech feature file and Catalan feature file. To simply, we apply Czech feature file for German too, and apply Catalan feature file for Spanish.
Another Transition-based Parser:
MaxEnt-based Parser
In three highly projective language, Chinese, English and Japanese, we use the maximum entropy syntactic dependency parser as in Zhao and Kit (2008) . We still use the similar feature notations of that work. We use the same greedy feature selection of Zhao et al. (2009) to determine an optimal feature template set for each language. Full feature sets for the three languages can be found at website, http://bcmi.sjtu.edu.cn/˜zhaohai.
Feature Representation
For training data, we use 2-way jackknifing to generate predicted dependency parsing trees by two transition-based parsers. Following the features of Nivre and McDonald (2008) , we define features for a head h and its dependent d with label l as shown in table 2, where G T ran refers to dependency parsing trees generated by the MaltParser or MaxEnt-base Parser and * refers to any label. All features are conjoined with the part-of-speech tags of the words involved in the dependency. 2009). Namely, three languages, a single maximum entropy model is used for all identification and classification tasks of predicate senses or argument labels in four languages, Catalan, Czech, Japanese, or Spanish. For the rest three languages, an individual sense classifier still using maximum entropy is additionally used to output the predicate sense previously. More details about argument candidate pruning strategies and feature template set selection are described in Zhao et al. (2009) . The same feature template sets as the semanticonly task are used for three languages, Czech, German and Japanese. For the rest four languages, we further use n-best syntactic features to strengthen semantic dependency parsing upon those automatically discovered feature template sets. However, we cannot obtain an obvious performance improvement in Spanish by using n-best syntactic features. Therefore, only Catalan, Chinese and English semantic parsing adopted these types of features at last.
Our work about n-best syntactic features still starts from the feature template set that is originally selected for the semantic-only task. The original feature template set is hereafter referred to 'the normal' or 'non-n-best'. In practice, only 2nd-best syntactic outputs are actually adopted by our system for the joint task.
To generate helpful feature templates from the 2nd-best syntactic tree, we simply let all feature templates in the normal feature set that are based on the 1st-best syntactic tree now turn to the 2nd-best one. Using the same notations for feature template representation as in Zhao et al. (2009) , we take an example to show how the original n-best features are produced. Assuming a.children.dprel.bag is one of syntactic feature templates in the normal set, this feature means that all syntactic children of the argument candidate (a) are chosen, and their dependant labels are collected, the duplicated labels are removed and then sorted, finally all these strings are concatenated as a feature. The cor- Table 4 : Features for n-best syntactic tree responding 2nd-best syntactic feature will be a : 2.children.dprel.bag. As all operations to generate the feature for a.children.dprel.bag is within the 1st-best syntactic tree, while those for a : 2.children.dprel.bag is within the 2nd-best one. As all these 2nd-best syntactic features are generated, we use the same greedy feature selection procedure as in Zhao et al. (2009) to determine the best fit feature template set according to the evaluation results in the development set. For Catalan, Chinese and English, three optimal n-best feature sets are obtained, respectively. Though dozens of n-best features are initially generated for selection, only few of them survive after the greedy selection. A feature number statistics is in Table 3 , and those additionally selected n-best features for three languages are in Table  4 . Full feature lists and their explanation for all languages will be available at the website, http://bcmi.sjtu.edu.cn/˜zhaohai.
Evaluation Results
Two tracks (closed and open challenges) are provided for joint task of CoNLL2009 shared task. We participated in the closed challenge and evaluated our system on the in-domain and out-of-domain evaluation data. 
Official Results
The official results for the joint task are in Table 5 , and the out-of-domain task in Table 6 , where numbers in bold stand for the best performances for the specific language. For out-of-domain (OOD) evaluation, we did not perform any domain adaptation. For both in-domain and out-of-domain evaluation, our system achieved the second best performance for the average Macro F1 scores of all the languages. And our system provided the first best performance for the average Semantic Labeled F1 score and the forth for the average Labeled Syntactic Accuracy score for in-domain evaluation.
Further results
At first, we check the effect of rich features for syntactic dependency parsing. Table 7 shows the comparative results of basic features and all features on test and development data, where "Basic" refers to the system with basic features and "ALL" refers to the system with basic features plus rich features. We found that the additional features provided improvement of 1.72% for test data and 1.90% for development data. Then we investigate the effect of different training data size for semantic parsing. The learning 
Discussion
This work shows our further endeavor in syntactic and semantic dependency parsing, based on our previous work (Chen et al., 2008; Zhao and Kit, 2008) . Chen et al. (Chen et al., 2008) and Koo et al. (Koo et al., 2008 ) used large-scale unlabeled data to improve syntactic dependency parsing performance. Here, we just performed their method on training data. From the results, we found that the new features provided better performance. In future work, we can try these methods on large-scale unlabeled data for other languages besides Chinese and English.
In Zhao and Kit (2008) , we addressed that semantic parsing should benefit from cross-validated training corpus and n-best syntactic output. These two issues have been implemented during this shared task. Though existing work show that re-ranking for semantic-only or syntactic-semantic joint tasks may bring higher performance, the limited computational resources does not permit us to do this for multiple languages.
To analyze the advantage and the weakness of our system, the ranks for every languages of our system's outputs are given in Table 9 , and the performance differences between our system and the best one in Table 10 6 . The comparisons in these two tables indicate that our system is slightly weaker in the syntactic parsing part, this may be due to the reason that syntactic parsing in our system does not benefit from semantic parsing as the other joint learning systems. However, considering that the semantic parsing in our system simply follows the output of the syntactic parsing and the semantic part of our system still ranks the first for the average score, the semantic part of our system does output robust and stable results. It is worth noting that semantic labeled F1 in Czech given by our system is 4.47% worse than the best one. This forby gap in this language further indicates the advantage of our system in the other six languages and some latent bugs or learning framework misuse in Czech semantic parsing.
Conclusion
We describe the system that uses rich features and incorporates integrating technology for joint learning task of syntactic and semantic dependency parsing in multiple languages. The evaluation results show that our system is good at both syntactic and semantic parsing, which suggests that a featureoriented method is effective in multiple language processing. Table 10 : The performance differences between our system and the best one within the joint task according to three main measures
